Pre-School
3-5 years

BALLET**

GSDA - DANCE CLASSES
FOR EVERYONE SINCE
2012.

Twirl, leap and grow in our preschool ballet
classes. Teaching confidence, musicality and
ballet with adventure and fun. This class is
perfect for budding young dancers.

JAZZ**

Upbeat and quirky, this class teaches style with a
touch of sas. Dancers learn the basic of jazz
movement along to the popular and classic pop
songs they love to sing along to. This class is
excleent for dancers who love to strut their stuff!

HIP HOP**

!won lornE

Exams*
These classes have the opportunity to participate
in annual exams. These take place early term 3,
August.
Showcase**
These classes participate in our mid-year
showcase and do not have the examination
option.
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Funky and fun, this class oozes style and
charisma. The dancers will learn the basics of hip
hop to age appropriate hip hop music. This class
is fantastic for dancers who like to move freely
and put their own spin on things.

Primmer
5-7 years

BALLET*

We follow the Royal Academy of Dance
(RAD) syllabus which teaches beginner to
advanced ballet. GSDA students will get a
wonderful introduction to ballet in these
classes learning poise, grace, timing,
musicality and much more all within a
positive learning environment.

JAZZ*/**

We follow the AJDA and NZAMD syllabi which are
both NZ based. The jazz class teaches strength,
technique and performance. Perfect for dancers
who love to dance and perform.

HIP HOP**

GSDA follows the wonderful APDA syllabus. This
syllabus offers age appropriate moves and music
which teaching style and funk to the next
generation. A perfect choice for those who like to
let loose.

Junior
8-12 years
BALLET*
We follow the Royal Academy of Dance

(RAD) syllabus. GSDA students will receive a
wonderful ballet training developing their
poise, grace, strength, flexibility and much
more all while enjoying the beautiful art.

JAZZ*

We follow the AJDA and NZAMD syllabi
which are both NZ based. The jazz class
teaches strength, technique and
performance. Perfect for dancers who love
to dance and perform.

Senior
13+ years

BALLET*/**

We follow the Royal Academy of Dance
(RAD) syllabus. Advanced GSDA students
will receive strong ballet training developing
their poise, grace, strength, flexibility and
much more all while enjoying the beautiful
art.

JAZZ*/**
We follow the AJDA and NZAMD syllabi

which are both NZ based. The jazz class
teaches strength, technique and
performance. Perfect for dancers who love
to dance and perform.

HIP HOP*/**

HIP HOP*/**

ACRO**

ACRO**

LYRICAL**

CONTEMPORARY**

GSDA follows the strong APDA syllabus.
This syllabus offers age appropriate moves
and music which teaching style and funk to
the next generation. A perfect choice for
those who like to let loose.
Acrobatic Arts is one of the world leading
acrobatic syllabi. All GSDA dancers are
taught this fun, safe and exciting genre. This
class is perfect for those who wish to learn
tricks and tumbling.
A beautiful genre which falls between ballet
and jazz. While using the grace and beauty
of ballet and the parallel and floor work of
jazz, Lyrical is a great choice for all dancers.
Intro to Contemporary dance.

PBT/LIMBERING

A stretch and strengthening class where the
students safely stretch and work to develop
and enhance their dancing/ acro ability. This
class is a perfect addition to all our dance
genres.

GSDA follows the strong APDA syllabus.
This syllabus offers age appropriate moves
and music which teaching style and funk to
the next generation. A perfect choice for
those who like to let loose.
Acrobatic Arts is one of the world leading
acrobatic syllabi. All GSDA dancers are
taught this fun, safe and exciting genre. This
class is perfect for those who wish to learn
tricks and tumbling.
Contemporary dance is an expressive dance
that combines jazz, lyrical and classical ballet.
This class is a perfect addition to those
studying another genres or for those just
wanting one challenging class each week.

PBT/LIMBERING

A stretch and strengthening class where the
students safely stretch and work to develop
and enhance their dancing/ acro ability. This
class is a perfect addition to all our dance
genres.

